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Muller, 	Detection of 	Flies one or more of whose second chromo- 
mutations in the second chro- 	somes are to be tested for’the presence oi 

� . mosome by use of the sifteru 	recessive mutant genes are first crossed 
stock. 	 with a stock (such as Indiana stock g93) 

containing S 2  and Cy in the same chromosos 
� If the usual inversions in both right and left ams aro . present.with.Cy q  and 
� preferably also a and L4  as a check on the rare crossing over which these 
allow, F1 females as wdll.as F1males are available for the testing; othei 
wise only i males are 1 sed. The F1 flies are crossed individually to flies 
of the"sifter": stock (Indiana stock j2). In’ this stock, one second. chromo. 

� some, containing S and Sp, in the left arm and P (Pale deficiency) in the 
right arm, has its,right arm connected by a translocation with a third chro-
inosome having the complex of inversions designated as InsCXF, which effectu-
ally prevent crossing over with the other. third chromosome. The other 
second chromosome ’contains Cy, with its left- and right-arm inversions, as 
well as en2..  L, and sp2 ; and the other third chromosome contains the closel3 

� linked dominants Dl and H and, very near to them, P (the Pale. insertion, 
complementary to P) and e. Thus the cross of the Fl flies by sifter flies 
is as follows (representing by mu the chromosome in which the presence of 
mutant genes is to be determined, and allowing the presence of the Cy inver-
sion to be understood). 

(F1) 	mu 	x 	(sifter) S So T23 P 	� InsCXF 
S y Bl L sp 	 Cy en2  L sp2  , Dl H e PI 

If we neglect crossovers, we find that the only F2 which survive are 
those having the couiposition 	mu _ . AU zygotes which re- 

Cy cn L’ sp 2  Dl H P 1  
ceive one of the T23 chromosomes from the sifter parent will of course die 
unless they receive the other one also, thus getting S Sp T23 P. IrisCXF. 
But in that case they fail to receive P 1  and hense are killed by their P. 
Zygotes which receive the Cy en 2  L4  sp2 and Dl H P- chromosomes from their 
sifter parent can live only if they . receive mu from the Fl fly, for otberwis 
they will be homozygous for Cy. (Very seldom Cy homozygotes live; in the 
cross shown they would be recognizable by having Bi) 

If the sifter parent was a female there will be a not negligible amount 
of. crossing over between the chromosome arms containing the Cy inversions, 
because of the, reduction of crossings over-in the third  chromosomes occaei’on 
ed by InsCXF. The crossovers containing P will still die, as do, the non-
crossovers with P, but the crossover gametes of type S Sp en 2  L sp2; Dl H 
P’� will be able to live provided they become combined with the mu-containing 
gametes .of the F1 (those combined with the S Cy Bi L’’ sp 2  gametes are killed 
by their S 2/S compound condition). These surviving crossovers would be detr: 
mental to the mutation study. if the females were allowed to breed, but they 
are recognizable by reason of being non-Curly. . Henee the flies ’of F2 must b 
etherized arid the non-curly discarded. Although some of the Curly females 
may have been in 	by crossover non-Curly males, this is not a source 
of error for .,the recognition of lethal and other mutations in F3, since even 
the crossover males carried :a nonorossover mu chromosome, distinguishable 
from its hoinologue through the presence of S and Sp in the latter. 

The procedure therefore is simply to mate together, en masse, the Curly 
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(non-Bi)F2 flies. of. each:  culture, and then to eaiiiine the F2 to. see.ether 
non-Curly non-Lobe flies are present (their absence indicating a lethal), or 
are reduced in number relative to the Curlys (an indication of a detrimental), 
or are sterile (because of a recessive sterile), or visibly abnormal. If 
evidence of the. presence of a crossover chromosome is found, as shown by S 
and Sp, flies of this kind are elxni.nated and F3 virgins without these mar-
kers are chosen to continue the line. Thus the F3 provide the basis for 
readily establishing a stock, not Øqiring further selection, of any, second 
chromosome mutant found. 

The . chief ’advantage of the "sifter" method is,’:’as its muto is i?tØrided 
to imply, itsalmbst automatic sifting of the F2 zotes, Po. as -  to: xnalçe it 
.wmeô’essary to obtain ,  virgins’ from the numerous F1-F2 cultures, at the very 
stage of operations where this requirement has usually constituted the 

- 	limiting factor on the size. of the body of ’data obtainable., Ao abundaflce of 
data is especial iniportarice in most mutation work, the door is thereby opened 
to studies which would not hitherto have been feasible, The method is ap.. 
plicabe to the study of second chromosomes, of virtuUy any composition, 
and therefore can be used not only for determinations of the frequency of 

’àcclirrence of:mutations in the laboratory, but also for the analysis. of the 
oompdsition as regards their second chromosomes. ,of flies taken from PQP-
ulations existing in nature. 

The warning must however be given that sifter flies are rather weak and 
not good breeders, especially in view of’ the few viable dffsz’ing ther pro-
duce on crossing. Therefore several virgin’ sifter females should-be- provided 
for every F1 uiale bred, and vial cultures prpvided with the usual anti-mold 
compounds and with sterilized ceflucottoruand cotton. Under these conditions 
ample F2 are usually forthcoming for the mass cultures of the next life cycle, 
the critical cycle, and the next generation develops much better. 

Muller, H, J. Homosexual copu- 	In a culture vial containing about 20 
;,:"lation in the male of Drosophila, wild-type males which had been kept (at 

and the problem of the fate of 	room temperature) isolated from females, 
sperm of males isolated from . 	ever, since their hatching about two weeks 
feiiales . .. 	. . 	 . . pi’Øviouslyja male was observed to be in 

copulation with another male. ’The copu-
lating male was dorsal to the other, in approximately the normal position for 
Drosophila copulation by a male, except that its abdomen was inflexed farther 
forward, with the extruded penis firmly fixed into the deep space of the neck 
region on the, dorsal side of the other fly, between the posterior surface of 
the latter’s head and the anterior surface of its thorax. The male being 
copulated with went about as f undisturbed, The copulation lasted about five 
minutes from the time it was first observed,, and so it may have lasted for the 
normal length of time. 	 . . 	. 	. .. 

The question arises, to what extent is this a usual method whereby 
Drosophila males kept apart. from females but in company with other ihales lose 
their sperm. The work of Harris (1929)  showed tht the sperm of males kept 
without females from some two weeks after. irradiatiOn still had the high muta-
tion frequency characteristic of sperm irradiated when mature, instead of the 
low frequency characteristic of sperm derived from similarly irradiated males 
after they had been kept with femalos for about two weeks. However, later 
work has shown that after not mush ithigeri  than two weeks following irradiation 
the males that have been kept without females do show a drop in mutation" -fre-
quency. If, as seems likely, this drop is not entirely due to the admixture 
of newly formed sperm with the old’ sperm, the old sperm must after A  time 
become uriavjalable. There are several conceivable ways in which thith could 


